abstract
In 1932, Victor Turner's parents had already broken up, the father a scientist in the new invention of television in Glasgow, the mother, Violet, a classical actress. Violet had left Glasgow and moved in with her own mother in Bournemouth. How did the padre meet up with the fatherless boy? Way back in Vic's lonely days, the padre had shown him-had spread out before him-all the mystics of Christianity and many from the rest of the world: the Rhineland mystics, the Silesians, the Spanish Santa Teresa and St. John of the Cross, William Blake, St. Francis and his counterparts, Rumi and Al Ghazali in the world of Islam. Then there were the Mahabharata and Bagavadgita, and faintly far off, hints of Buddhism. As for me, listening, all I could do was bewail my ignorance of these marvels.
From the padre, Vic caught the desire to learn Greek, but there were no classes in Greek at his school. Vic persuaded the headmaster himself to teach him Greek. It was this accomplishment that helped Vic later to win scholarships.
Vic told me a story about the padre while we were walking along the sandy, pine-fringed avenues of Bournemouth beyond the church.
When I was about 12 years old, the padre fell ill with some complaint.
I was asleep in my bed-must have been about 3 o'clock in the morning. I didn't really know much; I was just a boy. I awoke and saw a big oval light at the end of my bed. This light was like nothing I'd ever seen; it was warm, full of love-it was alive, mild. I looked and looked. I knew everything was all right.
It went away after a time. Next day they told me the padre had died at about 3 in the morning. So I knew it was him, telling me something. [Turner, personal communication] Decades later, I called this event an "actuality," not originating in Vic's head, not a symbol, but something from "out there," an actuality. Vic wrote many poems about the experience of that light, discovering that only the word-music of poetry could catch the moment.
As Vic walked along telling the story, I felt as if I had seen the light myself, and the consciousness of it never went away.
Victor and I had almost no acquaintance with Black Elk's book nor Native American religion. All the same, 1932 was when Black Elk's story of initiation came out. Nor, for that matter, did Vic and I have much knowledge of Eliade's Shamanism ([1952]1972) , published when we were in the field, ourselves deep in rites of passage-and not even when Vic wrote The Ritual Process (1969). We did not know that a certain archeologist named Weiant had met an Indian in 1938 who had divined where extraordinary finds lay hidden, and that in 1952 this story had been vouched for by the eminent ethnohistorian John Swanton, cofounder and one-time president of the American Anthropological Association, in an open letter to all listed members of the association. Nor did we read Lame Deer's Lame Deer, Seeker of Visions (1972) . Mainstream anthropology may have woken up to Swanton's message, but it ignored all nonanthropological books on spirituality. Vic and I read Henri Junod's wonderful Life of a South African Tribe ([1912] 1962), which uses van Gennep ([1909] 1960) and evinces a deep empathy for African healers' work. Meanwhile, in the 1950s, the anthropologist Colin Turnbull was among the forest people of the Ituri in the Congo. Until the 1990s, he never published his key experience, that of the true unio mystica, the highest sense of religious unity, which came to him at the sound of the pygmies singing. Turnbull tells us how the Mbuti sang these songs at night seated around a fire whenever there was a need to cure someone's sickness, "to make good," as they put it. The song form involved canon, that is "rounds"-with overlapping voices in harmony. Turnbull had closed his eyes and felt free to join in the singing. And he tells us that in an instant it all came together: there was no longer any lack of congruence, and it seemed as though the song were being sung by a single singer. While all the others had their eyes open, their gaze was vacant.
There were so many bodies sitting around, singing away. Here, he said, something was added to the importance of sound, another mode of perception that went far beyond ordinary consciousness. The molimo singing seemed to incorporate all the elements; the totality of the present, including the singers, dancers, and listeners, as well as the central fire, the sound of the ritual molimo trumpet, the camp itself, the clearing in which the camp was built, and the forest in which the clearing stood, whatever, if anything, contained the forest, and it very definitely included whatever is implied by such equally ambivalent terms as God and spirit (Turnbull 1990:58) .
Turnbull published this article in 1990, decades after his experience in the fifties. In the fifties, Vic and I didn't even know that Turnbull existed, and all was a blank in the mind of anthropology as well. But along came Carlos Castaneda (1968) , and with his 8 million copies of the popular Don Juan books blasted away the positivism commanded by the academy, and its ideas of what was correct "reality." History does not relate how many actual academics read the books. Neither did Vic and I realize what had happened. We never read the books. Also in 1968, Harner was reporting visions among the Jivaro of Amazonia under the influence of ayahuasca (1968, 1972) . Still Vic and I didn't stir. Similarly, anthropology marveled briefly at Solon Kimball's ghost story (1972) , but then forgot about it. I can hardly believe the penny never dropped. Spirituality stared us all in the face. Black Elk? Lame Deer? Eliade? Who were these? Drops in the ocean, not even "boulders." Vic and I denied ourselves the luxury of these people. At that time, like everybody else, Vic was going to have to be steadily mainstream, "brilliantly orthodox," 1 maybe, but no more, because of our three children and the matter of jobs. Nevertheless, owing to the giants, something had given.
Since 1960 in England, Vic and I had been reading Arnold van Gennep's Rites of Passage ([1909] 1960) in its English translation, with its clear presentation of the three stages of the rites: separation, seclusion, and re-aggregation. In the fall of 1963, we were due to move to America but had not yet received our visas. So we were very much in a "betwixt and between" stage in our lives. There and then, in the Hastings public library, Vic wrote an essay that emerged from the experience of waiting. It was entitled, "Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites de Passage." He had learned on his pulses what liminality was. We finally made the trip to America in February 1964. Soon after, we arrived at Cornell, in March 1964; Vic gave that paper at the Annual Meetings of the American Ethnological Society at Pittsburgh, and it was published that year (Turner 1964:4-20) . In it, he expanded his non-Durkheimian notion of liminality using van Gennep's The Rites of Passage, identifying many of those liminal anomalous moments "in and out of time" that did not belong to a normal social structure-the sense of a doorway, of a deep difference between the mundane world and a sacred, liminal time. A person is often aware of the changeover. Entering a sacred place causes one to take a deep breath. People going through rituals of initiation and also of healing often find them an opening experience, an event in its own right, sui generis, giving a knowledge of deep connection to all people, all things, past and present. Our friends in the various religions attested to it; there was an opening. Some anthropologists have gone through that door. People in a situation of liminality find themselves in a relationship of what we termed communitas, the comradeship and fellowship of people within ritual. Here was a change in consciousness. The Random House Webster Unexpurgated Dictionary (1998) now defines communitas as: "Anthropol. The sense of sharing and intimacy that develops among persons who experience liminality as a group." The sense of liminality, with its inner communitas, turns out to be one of the most common examples of change of consciousness, much appreciated wherever it is found, and then taken for granted by participants. The fact was, before Vic ever did fieldwork, he already knew what it was: that which brings one back to the sense of the basic unaccommodated human being. He had that sense when he was in the British Army in World War II, inducted as a conscientious objector to the war, loading food onto railroad wagons. He and the men really liked each other, just as in A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich by Solzhenitskin-in the unbelievable scene of men in the prison camp in Siberia building a wall, finding joy-joy-in working together.
Victor Turner had felt the phenomenon of communitas-then not mentioned in the social sciences-among the boys in the circumcision camp in Zambia: that is, the comradeship of those under ordeal together. I myself found it in a celebratory form as I participated with the women in the girl's initiation ritual: Communitas was also there in the Ndembu healing ritual of Chihamba in which Vic and I joined in 1953, among the patients who were in passage between illness and health.
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Once we were back in Britain, the concept of liminality was received in puzzlement by Max Gluckman, Turner's old professor, and by other colleagues. They were concerned about the suitability of such material for anthropology. Could it fit in to Durkheim's view of religion as a concept deriving from "society" itself, writ large?
Even so, Vic Turner went ahead and wrote down the facts of the liminal, the essays in The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, opening up the study of "liminality"-this apparently nonanthropological phenomenon found in the betwixt-and-between phases of rites of passage, full of irrational masked figures, rebirth features, and ritual reversals. (But can anything be "nonanthropological"?) Moreover, he recognized liminality in many other societies in a variety of betwixt-and-between circumstances, especially among persons going through some threshold or limen in life together. One can see how the study of altered consciousness-as seen right there within social process and just as strange as visions and psi-gradually dawned on us as a worthy field of study. We were coming to it in our own way.
Anthropology, on its part, wondered, and avoided this non-Durkheimian subject. But they began to wonder about Durkheim. It seemed that Durkheim had been proving that all power must inevitably to be attributed to "society," especially as regards religion. Durkheim appeared to enjoy what he thought he saw. Was Durkheim some kind of fascist? Was this how society ought to be? Or what? Westerners were mixed. They loved the structured order of Durkheim's thought, his immunity to any actual religion. It looked like good clean anthropology. Yet Westerners have come to dread "society" and its condemnatory power. They loved that great American, Emerson, and his faith in self-reliance, the freedom of the individual, and new ideas. So in spite of Durkheim, for a time in the sixties, Vic and I were able to teach the new concept of liminality-in variance with Durkheim-while running a seminar at Cornell in a spacious living room where anyone could say anything, and did. The Ritual Process was the students' favorite book, and we were happy with the word communitas.
And there the matter stood. Turner went on to the University of Chicago and then Virginia, exploring pilgrimage, epic, theater, neurobiology, and the symbolism of cultures all over the world. His considerable oeuvre on "symbolism" was okay with the mainstream; it was real anthropology and very good. Total rationalists have used it, and watered it down very nicely. Turner also happened to be supported in his liminality theory by such religious studies scholars such as Urban Holmes (1976) and Tom Driver (1991:152-165) . Time went by and he gradually became a sick man.
Meanwhile, in the intervening years, what was happening to liminality in anthropology?
Turner said in 1974 (p. 231), "Communitas is a fact of everyone's experience, yet it has almost never been regarded as a reputable or coherent object of study by social scientists." One may comment that even now, it isn't treated seriously in the mainstream, not investigated experientially; its own odd laws are not counted in the study of real-politiks with which much of our discipline is concerned.
Yet at the same time (1974) , as if on the other side of a wall from us, the Association for Transpersonal Anthropology (ATA) was coming into being, born from a momentous meeting at the American Anthropological Association meetings at Mexico City, at a panel entitled "The Rhine-Swanton Symposium on Parapsychology and Anthropology." Papers were presented by Joseph Long (a medical anthropologist who was in Trinidad at the time of a strange public apparition of a coffin), Agehananda Bharati (ordained Hindu religious scholar and a convinced rationalist), Norman Emerson (with a story of a "seeing" archeologist), Jule Eisenbud (psychiatry), Robert van de Castle (a major authority on dreams), Harris Walker (quantum physics), and Roger Westcott (linguistics), among others. Margaret Mead was present and approved of the study of psi. However, Bharati created a scene and screamed "Fraud!" He could not take parapsychology seriously. Now that I know more of the history of the ATA and the Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness, I am amazed at the heroism and persistence that went into the liberation of "the psyche" in anthropology.
To return to the Turner front, Victor had earlier described communitas as possessing an "unused evolutionary potential, a potential not yet externalized and fixed in structure[d form]" (1969:128) . Not yet externalized. This was his clue both to the conundrum of the invisibility of communitas and to its futuristic component. Here we have a view of something vivid and hard to hold down, yet seen in the cracks of material life. Something spiritual, of the psyche, the field of the ineffable, is present in these descriptions, hard to put into words, yet often experienced. Turner spoke at the American Anthropological Association annual meetings in 1980, at a large panel on the anthropology of experience. He drew attention to liminality as "a fructile chaos, a storehouse of possibilities, not a random assemblage but a striving after new forms and structures, a gestation process, a fetation of modes appropriate to postliminal existence" (Turner 1986:42) . Edward Bruner at the same meeting called the concept of experience "a new anthropological ancestor, in the tradition of the human sciences, as opposed to Durkheim" (Bruner 1986:4) . The concept was discussed independently from the Castaneda dictum that one had to have the experience of being a shaman to understand shamanism-Turner had never at any time read Castaneda. His concept had nothing to do with shamanism or experimental parapsychology. His thinking was taken merely from fieldwork among indigenous people. One can begin to see in this stage of anthropology, through the struggles on one side of the transpersonal people trying to get psi recognized, often using far more precise and scientific language than Turner's cry for experience, and the mysterious but powerful weight of liminality thrown on the other side, how the discipline of anthropology eventually had to break open to include spirituality and personal experience.
Then, at this time-the eighties and after Victor Turner's death-the anthropology of experience appears to have been unconsciously taken up by anthropological humanists, while at the same time the humanists and the transpersonal pioneers were imperceptibly joining together. We see the consciousness of a new kind of humanism, as distinct from the old atheist positivist humanism. Without any fanfare, anthropological humanists such as Ed Bruner (Bruner and Turner 1986) and James Fernandez (people who possibly didn't know what they were doing), and Bruce Grindal (1983) and Dennis Tedlock (1990) (who did), were also preparing the way with their publications for the liberated study of consciousness.
There had been other stirrings in anthropology. In a remarkable essay entitled "Word, Eye, and Mind in Anthropology" (1984:110) , Paul Stoller related his own apprenticeship among the Songhay of Niger and his experience of sorcery with his teacher, Dunguri. She warned him he would be tested and told him the cure, and that night he experienced what David Hufford (1991) has later called "hagriding," a recognizable nighttime spiritual affliction, causing paralysis and semi-suffocation under a mysterious heavy weight. Stoller also heard creatures walking on his roof. After quite a time he remembered the cure, the recitation of verses from the Koran. He said them and immediately recovered. From then on, he knew he had to accept a different attitude toward the philosophy behind anthropology:
Once the anthropological writer has experienced "the inside" or "the place where logic bites its own tail," the discourse of ethnographic realism is no longer completely adequate. When [ Stoller 1984:110] This truly allowed the dialogue with the people in the field to assume to the full its potential importance to ethnographers and their readers. In similar vein to Stoller, when Colin Turnbull in 1990 finally published his experience of liminality and bliss among the Mbuti, he added:
To conclude, what is needed for this kind of fieldwork is a technique of participation that demands total involvement of our whole being. Indeed it is perhaps only when we truly and fully participate in this way that we find this essentially subjective approach to be in no way incompatible with the more conventional rational, objective, scientific approach. On the contrary, they complement each other and that complementarity is an absolute requirement if we are to come to any full understanding of the social process. It provides a wealth of data that could never be acquired by any other means.
[ Turnbull 1990:51] In so many of these accounts we see the words, "This has altogether changed my way of thinking," or, "This was a turning point in my life."
As for myself, even as Vic Turner was dying in 1983, through the good offices of Roy Wagner, I was beginning to explore shamanism-which seemed to have little to do with liminality. But the study of shamanism brought in spirits, and after Vic died I made a research trip to Zambia in 1985 and actually saw a spirit in the middle of a spirit ritual.
This was indeed a turning point for me. What happened was that I became immersed in the drumming ritual of Ihamba to heal a woman with a devouring spirit in the form of an invading tooth. The healing took a long time. Finally, when most of the crowd had given up hope, a major climax occurred. [Turner, 1992b:148-149] I had felt this unison through the group, vividly. We had reached, not a chance high spot, but a condition in which the community was one. This was where the spiritual change took place.
As for my function as ethnographer, I had had to relax the detached-observer imperative in order to see as the Africans saw, thus bridging the gap and entering the culture. This turned me around to the spirituality of religion, honing my sense of atmosphere and my understanding of spiritual healing.
So we're coming home to the presence of something, as my friends the Inuit also told me later. Your scalp begins to quiver. Indeed, this quiver itself is documented by scientists: "A brief ecstatic state and sense of union (often lasting only for a few seconds) [which] may be described as no more than a shiver running down the back at a certain point" (d'Aquili et al. 1979:177) . Victor Turner's comment on this goes: "A sense of harmony with the universe is made evident and the whole planet is felt to be communitas" (Turner 1986:43 Stoller and the humanists (and, later, Tim Knab and Duncan Earle) took over religious anthropology when there was no religious anthropology, freeing much of the discipline of anthropology from its tight positivism, looking kindly, not critically, at the sincerity behind the religious experiences of those we study, and often experiencing as practitioners, actual practitioners, the healings their friends were engaged in.
The following are some of the humanistic fieldworkers and anthropologists who picked up on the theme: Bruce Grindal (1983) ; Nadia Seremitakis (1991) ; Jean-Guy Goulet (1994) ; Don Mitchell (1996) ; Stephen Friedson (1996) ; Edith Turner (1996, 2005b , in press); Roy Willis et al. (1999) ; Stephen H. Sharp (2001) ; George Mentore (2005) ; Laura Scherberger (2005) ; Tenibac Harvey (2006), and the poets of anthropology, among others.
It's a curious thing that, even if scientific investigators of society did begin to apply their method of observing, questioning, and measuring to the phenomenon of communitas and spirituality, there would be serious difficulty. Like the famous electrons in particle physics, spirituality and communitas will not stay still to be watched. Of all social phenomena, communitas is most likely to turn into something else when watched. This is because, by definition, in the mode of communitas, a person is not an object, and especially cannot praise herself or himself, nor describe or enact on command what often is impossible to put into words. Naturally, the old social scientist types reject this material as unusablewhich it is, under the definitions of old social science. Furthermore, another scientist, a neurologist, Antonio Damasio (1994) , has been messing up the nice logic of the old guard by proving that the absence of emotion and feeling can break down rationality itself in the human brain.
During this period, ethnographers were out there testing spirituality on their own pulses-in real human fieldwork, and finding real psi, 4 if one wants to call it that, as real as one can get, fast embedded in the contexts, showing every sign of not being part of the social structure or culture we have to obey. While in ordinary life anywhere, the same thing crops up-among Baptists, rabbis, in the streets of Calcutta, in Lhasa, Tibet, and in the midst of a Sufi prayer meeting.
According to the angry old guard of anthropology-which is still here-they're all supposed to be wrong; you should ignore their experience, which never happened anyway.
It is time to proceed with part two of this article and look at the publications on spirituality (see the chronology of books in the bibliography section). Clearly, this escalation of publications on shamanism, healing, and spirituality has been persistent and is not part of a mere experimental moment or flash in the pan. It is, in Barbara Tedlock's words (1991:69-94) , "an ongoing reconfiguration of social thought and practice that ought to be recognized for what it is, a change in ethnographic epistemology embodying key ethical and analytical issues that has already produced a major body of work." This was written 15 years ago about anthropologists who gave themselves whole-heartedly to their cultures of study. Their testimony gave a lift to the rapidly growing interest in spirituality and shamanism. At the present time, the reaction of one mainstream old-school anthropologist to spirit studies has been to concede place to the new ethos with a kind of shrug-"We're not supposed to call spirits 'metaphors' anymore."
This exponential increase constitutes a real shift. What it comes down to is that the publishers know they can sell books on shamanism and healing. Although this may not seem the case to some, shamanism has won its place in anthropology and is the fastest growing field within it. There is no way that Western rationalism can shake the rise of spiritual studies.
Thus in regular anthropology, we of the spirit persuasion recognized Stoller's 1984 article as making the breakthrough, followed by my own testimony while he was suffering gibes at Westchester. Ed Bruner, with the publication of his and Turner's Anthropology of Experience (1986) She herself experienced that terrible releasing wind of desire. Was her subtitle, "Psychology," a matter of burning incense to Caesar or did the word psychology truly mean "the knowledge of the soul"? The experience was there in the book, and was not censured; it was rewarded.
These books were so solidly academic that you'd have to search hard for the great moments, whether it be in Michael Jackson's dream that prompted him to go to the diviner, or Laderman's own personality that helped her submit to the shaman's instructions and admit the wind "like a hurricane" into herself, so that she knew how the sick were cured-these episodes are so hidden by reams of academic "context," "concomitant circumstances," and endless unannotated tape transcriptions that the passages are lost, like some Maya temple long since buried in the jungle; and students often miss them altogether. We weren't out of the bush yet.
In 1992a, with some kind of passion, I wrote an article called, "The Reality of Spirits," tearing open the whole sorry cover-up. There are spirits, and we have no business contradicting so many good people around the world. The article is now in its fifth republication so we must be doing something right. Here I am trying to encourage the faint-hearted and those who fear for their jobs. We face a nasty hegemony.
In 1994-what a decade!-Jean-Guy Goulet, now of Ottawa University, wrote "Ways of Knowing: Towards a Narrative Ethnography of Experiences among the Dene Tha"-and we see the same kind of inner stories. Only in his case, the stories are central and clear. We have entered and heard the quiet conversations of Indians in their own homes, heard the wonder in their voices. All the people are sacred here. In the name of God, let them be left so. of the First Nations of northwestern Alberta. The Dene Tha feel that people from outside who do not directly experience the reality of dreams and visions do not and cannot understand Dene Tha religion. Goulet explains that personal experience is the cornerstone of this religion and that it is also the necessary entry point for its investigation. What determines the flow of information between ethnographer and people is the people's estimate of the ethnographer's knowledge of the religion in his or her own experience (1994:114) . I would comment that indeed, if any two people from separate parts of the world have both experienced something religious, however different they are, the stories they would tell would be truly shared and the doors would be open to communitas, as Victor Turner termed it. In the case of the Dene Tha, whose white overlords had done little but discredit their religion, it has been practiced very privately and often involves the recounting of stories. People tell each other their own strange experiences within their tribal world-a world inhabited by helping animal spirits, informed by dreams, and gifted with experience of the dead and reincarnation. Goulet (1994: 130) recounts how he saw the dead in a vision. A young Dene girl whom Goulet knew had been accidentally shot dead by a hunter. On a public occasion after this event, Goulet saw the dead girl in midair, smiling and radiant with light. He told the girl's mother about it. From that time onward, Goulet was accepted into the tribal community. He had truly "been there." Goulet says: "Among Athapascans . . . a person with religious experience is described not as a believer, but as someone who knows" (Goulet 1994 :114; italics added).
Here the anthropologist and the people together may constitute a community. Such an identification may actually work, due to interawareness, which becomes intereffectiveness. Thus, oneness in social life is supported by stories told within the tribe itself and includes ethnographers who also have such stories to relate.
From the viewpoint of 2006, we may have to go back to square one and these magnificent stories, not having to do with belief and disbelief, but having to do with what a human being experiences, including the ethnographer. Joseph Long in 1977, in the time of the taboos, bewailed the lack of a comprehensive theory about such events because of "the relative scarcity of materials dealing directly with anthropology and psi" (Long 1977:389) . Now, by the year 2006, we have fine and plentiful ethnographies of this kind, and this puts a different construction on the matter; we see things from a different angle. That angle is the Goulet effect. We "get" what these new ethnographers have to say, because they are said by real people, not lobotomized to cut off any sense of the feeling and wonder of religion. We "get" them because we "know"; we have that faculty still within us somewhere, and it can respond.
So hear how in 1996 the anthropologist Stephen Friedson, now heading musicology at the University of North Texas, published Dancing Prophets-a book that pictures exactly how one can be led by spirits and humans into a land of such expansion and freedom as one would die for-this in "savage" Africa, during rites persecuted by the Christians. His "I know" descriptions of how he too entered the process and took on the fulfilling spirit sets one's scalp quiveringthe body's salute to the spirit. Friedson 
It was the spirit dancing, in a slow languorous way, a smooth gliding movement, sensual too, with simultaneously gyrating hips as the human-spirit-body turned through a wide arc, then a spiraling movement through the cleared dancing space, going through this sequence of gliding, swooping movements several times. Now the whole group was dancing with "Mbita-who-was-thepatient," the new spirit, in a dance of spontaneous joy at her epiphany. All were filled with divinity.
[ Willis 1999:94-96] To end the session, the medicine woman went to the patient and twisted the hair on the top of her head to bring her around from her trance. The patient had no recollection of her altered-state experience. She literally had no words to describe it, nor had the medicine woman.
For all of them, the drumming and the movement had pleasantly dissolved the boundaries of ordinary selfhood. Now Willis felt in a spaced-out state. There had been a hard-to-find "gentleness" about the night's performance. He said he was lifted out of normal consciousness into a state where ordinary perceptions of time and space were drastically altered. He knew that they were all related, different versions of each other, but that there were no fixed boundaries to selfhood; there was a permeability and flexibility between self and other, an infinite flexibility, and again this sense of everything flowing within the all-encompassing rhythm of the drum. Willis experienced the dissolution of the ordinary sense of time and space, the coordinates of ordinary selfhood, the sense that "he" was a person with a particular inventory of social characteristics, including a "position" in society, living at a particular time. All these defining and localizing criteria temporarily vanished. He said he was indeed in Victor Turner's state of communitas, intensely aware of himself in relation to his fellows. He was interested that he could "see" himself more clearly than in ordinary reality, when self-perception was typically more fragmentary, tied to one or another fleetingly relevant social role. Then, in the moment of communitas, he saw himself whole and objectively. He was "at home" and among, as it seemed, "kinsfolk.'' He discovered that the state of communitas provides access to those transpersonal entities or forces commonly called "spirits."
Obviously, full religious experience is here to stay in academic anthropology. Around the turn of the 21st century, the anthropologist Duncan Earle was in Guatemala working for the Save the Children Fund. But, good man though he was, he came to dislike the Fund mentality and found himself identifying with the Maya, becoming almost a "fly on the wall" he said (2003: 3) among his adoptive family. He joined in all their religious activities, making offerings to the Sacred Earth and keeping up with his mentor, the shaman Don Lucas, as they biked around to shrines.
However, Don Lucas took it into his head to initiate Earle, and threw the beans to divine if he should. More than four times, the answer of the beans was that he should. So he and Earle set off for the shrine, where they found crosses, candles and an altar, with women chanting. The place was undeniably sacred. Late in the night, in total darkness, amid hollow breathing sounds, and thumping, and a high tranced voice (a kind of voice I have heard so many times myself, among so many trancing cultures), the spirit of Lucas's dead mother is heard, and Earle finds she knows things that only he has ever known. How could that be?
All is complete, and they name poor Earle "Dog"-which shatters the solemnity in a big way. Earle is apparently a dog who is only "half house-trained," and might "bite." The meeting breaks up in total hilarity-but Earle now has to study like crazy and get to know the entire herbology and almanac by heart.
At last, what Earle has now become is so much taken for granted that he is asked to heal a young girl with hepatitis. He arrives at the bedside with Maya culture pouring out of him, and it works. Sins are redeemed, mistakes corrected, the almanac read, herbs found; Earle has "taken on Lucas's persona." He gives the girl herbs and tea, all the while chanting (like Black Elk and Essie Parrish-he is a healer). The girl recovers, and Earle has "crossed the line." He says, "I came back somehow somebody else, beginning in the Mayan dog days." He has joined the life "where the whole village receives the mother-father, where the cargo carries the totality, for Earth's sake, the place where everyone is kin." Earle read the story from which this was taken at the annual meetings of AAA in 2003, to a packed room with people standing in the corridor. He is a droll but brilliant expositor, with a personality that is hard to capture. His work and that of his colleague Tim Knab (2003) are important examples of the escalating trend of research, what Earle called a shift from the "the observing, well-mannered, and fundamentally removed character of the ethnographer" who "participates in order to observe," like a "good spy"-toward "observing in order to participate, cohering in a radically new way, a way of working that leaves the notebook behind for a time" (Earle 2003:2) .
What I find so astonishing is that we knew about these differences way back in the 1950s, but still, even in 2006, this "ideal" of the detached ethnographer keeps appearing and even now scares many a SAC member into conforming. This is because, of course, if they want a job they have to keep up the appearance of "objectivity."
Next, George Mentore. Now what to do with a 2005 book that ought to get a Victor Turner Prize, that plumbs the entire spectrum of spirituality among the Waiwai of Guayana, is spiritual in every line, and yet at the same time is a model of intellectual probity and the anthropological avant garde? This shouldn't be possible. It makes our memory tests and psychological theories of shamanism look limp and pale before the presence of these all-penetrating spirits-let alone when we know that the doughty band of St. Andrews University Amazonianists is standing in defense of the Indians' theologies, healings, and experiences. George Mentore drew a conference of Amazonianists together at the University of Virginia in November 2005. This sector of influence too is increasing its fame exponentially. Mentor's book, Of Passionate Curves and Desirable Cadences: Themes on Waiwai Social Being, shows deep spiritual relationships at all levels of village life, in an anthropology that the old methods could never achieve. Ekatï, the spiritual vitality the people so well recognize, is everywhere, in everything; it shines in the eyes, it is in the heat of the body, it is in the growing child. It is both the kind of energy that gives life and also has its own will, which is to bring about beauty and sex and a range of odd and effective power symbols. If it did not have this function, it would be left as a "pure divinity," which it doesn't prefer.
I personally feel it is our prime duty to respect and preserve this will and never to preach modern atheism to these people under the guise of the so-called universal philosophy of the high-ups and educated. The West can make itself seem sweet to those short of money and short of outlets for self-advancement. We can easily be guilty-let's face it-of trying to castrate out of them that human biological gift for spirit things, which they love passionately and have a human right to retain without the weight of our academia upon them with our hints and insinuations. The Christian church is still a partner of anthropology in this unholy game, in spite of the millions who can read for themselves Jesus's gospel of love. Both lots say, "Do not dare to think outside the limits that I shall command you." Whereas the fact appears to be that the capacity for spiritual experience, unregulated by such commands, is a human endowment that we all possess, and its corollary: no one religion has a monopoly on God.
As well, on the contemporary scene and as part of this literary and academic explosion, the study of consciousness has acquired various comparative studies of research groups and schools of thought bearing on spirituality
For the third part of this essay I will trace the threads of thought throughout the history, moving and encountering one another, so that we can become conscious of our neighbors in the development of our own particular thread. Other readers will be able to suggest many more.
As one who was outside of the making of the original ATA and SAC, now in 2006 I see the history of psi studies-along with the question of psi's existence and what anthropology has actually been allowing itself to publish-as a history marching through time with various movements and allies. I will briefly mention from my point of view the different groups and schools of thought in the long development.
It is interesting that it was because of a 1939 psychic event in archeology, within anthropology, that the Swanton group arose and in 1959 made itself felt in the AAA under the rubric of the study of the transpersonal, which I take to mean those subtle communications that biology had been refusing to admit that we call the spiritual. Before the ATA was formed, two things occurred in 1964: Vic Turner received like a blow the impact of what it was to be liminal and wrote it, and Castaneda was struggling to use his "impossible" material at UCLA. As I see it, Castaneda's publications in 1968, in which he smashed through the barriers of positivism, gave an immediate stimulus to the transpersonal movement and we see the quick gathering of scholars for the 1974 meetings and the forming of the ATA in 1978. Castaneda's stories also highlighted the need in the movement to protect intellectual rigor when writing about this metascientific field. Vic Turner's liminality on his side, meanwhile, was starting to ring the death-knell of atheist Durkheimianism. These two strands, the transpersonal and the liminal, the mate as it were of the transpersonal across the way, eventually produced the "double whammy" on the positivists. "Transpersonal" and liminal: now we see how they helped to free one another in the course of time from the old science's commands.
The first trickle-the drops in the ocean-the boulders in the stream-had long since come in with Black Elk, Eliade, Harner, and others, mainly scorned. Now the ATA struggled with its dilemma: the wonders that experience had related; true wonders, were, after all, just anecdotes of "experience." One couldn't scientifically connect these stories with the existence of the soul itself, or with the idea of release from structures of false power, with the real person, and human rights. All around us in the late 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s was structuralism, la structure, like prison bars. Then the nihilists intervened, a sad and strange school of thought, written in "flattened" or undecipherable language called the postmodern, without Evans-Pritchard's "romanticism" at all, their doctrine being: all is but a social construction of reality. They could not enable a single false and delusory hope to creep in, in case such an emotion might detract from the probity of the material. But there can be no human material without the drift of emotion, 5 let alone communitas. Because a researcher chooses not to write about it, that does not mean it does not exist. If we stain our samples black, we will not be able to see that which shines. In fact, in spite of what we may do, we are not actually able to predict a world of despair. We do not have the slightest idea what next year will be like. Furthermore, anthropologists have been twisted up in the business of breast-beating, labeling their own mistakes, their neoimperialism, and the folly of writing anything at all-almost like Russian nihilism.
So, "experience" was not sufficient for the ATA, to be the SAC in 1990. They hankered for probity and intellectual weight. Where the change did take place was in the big swing in favor of the indigenous view, Danny Alport and his linguistic insight into Native American languages. He showed their vital verbal character to be better than ours-an antistructural trait. Now we have Marjorie Balzer, Claire Farrer, Antonia Mills, and Bilinda Straight, all writing ethnographies that take the battle into the enemy's camp, and give the positivists classical, scholarly, and above all human pictures of life where people live naturally in the milieu of spirituality. This includes the earlier studies I have exemplified. Hitherto, anthropology's attitude to "third world" philosophies has been condescending and reductionist. What right has anthropology's authority system to dictate in any way whether or no psi exists? Native Americans are hard put to it not to hate anthropology, so strongly have its false psychologistic analyses flourished. Right now, we who study spirituality find ourselves standing on the higher moral ground, and we can relax our terror of science and actually embrace the philosophies of Native American religion, Hinduism, that of Africa-their own way of thinking, and take pleasure in talking together with these systems of thought, listening, not dictating-anywhere in the world. Humbly we can accept their philosophies where they are broader and more fruitful than ours.
In anthropology, there have been various groups and area scholars involved in this recent history. These are the threads of its evolution. Historically, as regards the conscious change in cultural anthropology toward spirituality studies, it took place with Stoller the Africanist in 1984, along with myself, Michael Jackson, Richard Katz, and Colin Turnbull (his statement then unknown). Native Americanists showed up with the Tedlocks in the 1990s and also with Goulet (Scherberger 2005) , which brings me back to the major change of consciousness that occurs in communitas. This topic has a life of its own, and here the "grotesque" deserves mention, with the work of Joanna Overing (2006: Amazonia) and Masao Yamaguchi (Japan, the urban grotesque); also concerning communitas I cite Willis who experienced it with the Lungu, and Harvey, who called it spiritual entanglement. Again, the communitas of humor is found in many temple theaters throughout the world like Kuttiyattam, Kathakali, and Wayang, and in earlier performances of the Ndembu funeral, which had comic interludes (paralleling Shakespeare's tragedies); communitas is there with the Japanese Nobelist Oe Kensaburo, a truly humorous writer who used the concept; with the English antistructural writer Terry Pratchett; with Bakhtin; and last but not least, the great Martin Buber of "I-Thou." Communitas has "evolutionary potential" as Vic Turner said-communitas, the very thing one cannot lay hands on. Will we anthropologists be beaten by that? We may have to use the estimating tools and measuring rods of communitas itself to be able to encompass, 6 for instance, what is known as the human heart? What then is psi, and do we have to "prove" it exists? When did it develop in evolution? We are aware that religious healing is done through psi. Nobody plans or constructs a spiritual healing; it is given to the healers. Healing and shamanism may well be regarded as within nature, because nature itself, as the Chinese say, is thrumming with the same force that inspires the healer and heals the sufferer.
7
Eliade said in a blinding illumination that spirituality from primordial times was always there in full. "The sacred does not cease to manifest itself, and with each new manifestation it resumes its original tendency to reveal itself wholly" (Eliade 1972:xix). The sacred doesn't evolve. It's always been there. For instance, looking through Inuit eyes, everything in the universe has its inua, its soul. Nowadays there is a sense that even the animals continually dwell in the bliss of that connectedness and that this has always been so. Is religion, then, that same consciousness of a spiritual power that passes through and through everything in the universe-matter, living things, animals, and humans-part and parcel of all of nature as a matter of course? Healing itself is an equiprimordial phenomenon, "at each new manifestation it resumes its original tendency to reveal itself wholly." The universe, as well as humankind, has always had energy, and its use has been "written in" to everything that is (that is, the way things work, throughout); and it just happens as it wills. Thus, for instance, we are endowed with a permeable psyche. It may dawn on one that this tendency toward religion is inborn, an endowment, a biological predisposition, a propensity, existing for just such a purpose, the communication with spirits (who also are nature).
implications for the future
There are various trends. Toward spiritualism studies? A serious study of psychics? More on death, consciousness, NDEs, and reincarnation? More dream studies? Multiple personality (seemingly a dead end right now)? The body? Shamanism? Spirits? Theories of ultimate reality-energy, biology? There have been many already. I think we need a big new offensive. The SAC will have to rescue the Society for the Anthropology of Religion from its studies of superficials, to enter the field of religion, and say far more than the SARs seem to have the nerve to say. It is important at last to find out what this psi, this chi, this wakan, this shamanic gift is. We do indeed need to get close to it to know it, and closeness is now of the essence. So far, one of the best ways has been shown to be what we have done, to accumulate full-scale ethnographies on spirituality and psi as those faculties appear in the lives of different people all over the world. When these become commonplace, science itself will be compelled to join up with us and accept the human being as spirit-involved. Once this is achieved, we can together lay out the characteristics of psi, spirits, and their provenance, and become familiar with them.finding lost objects and people, changing the weather, speaking with the dead, and second sight.
As neurology now tells us (Damasio 1994).
6. Academic teachers sometimes wonder how to teach these skills and this kind of fieldwork to students. Appropriate methods will be found in Turner (2006b), "The Anthropology of Experience: The Way to Teach Religion and Healing."
7. Cf. Mark Schroll and David Bohm's term, holoflux" (Schroll 2005:58) .
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